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Outcomes

Understand how to use the School’s resources and to take a 
Training Needs Assessment

Understand some of the skills and characteristics required of the 
digital leader

Understand some of the benefits – and pitfalls – of digital 
innovation

Understand the essentials of creating a digital strategy

Understand the ways of using data to drive better outcomes

Understand the further learning and support available.



“The greatest barrier to data success today 
is business culture, not lagging technology”

Source: MIT Survey

Q: What percentage of business 
executives do you think agreed 
with this statement?

A: 50%
B: 60%
C: 75%
D: 90%

Answer: 90%





                                                   

SECTION ONE

Welcome and Introductions



David Emery

David Emery

Digital Offsite



Reyhaneh Shojaei, PhD 
Land Economy Researcher at the 
University of Cambridge

Planning and Housing Research

MMC and BIM Specialist





• Welcome and Introductions







SECTION TWO

About the School



Our mission

“To be the world class collaboration to enable 

 a more sustainable built environment”



1. Assessing supply chain sustainability competence
2. Developing suppliers’ sustainability knowledge

17,000+ companies  

60,000+ individual learners

    S         a   mm   app  a     …



190+ 
Partners leading 
our work
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190+ 
Partners leading 
our work



Our digital mission

“To accelerate the adoption of digital technologies 

in the construction supply chain”



Free

Confidential

CPD Accredited



Key topic areas

Sustainability

Lean Construction

Management Offsite

Digital

FIR

Procurement People



Variety of learning resources
Video based toolbox talks, 300 selected videos, 90+ e-learning modules

CPD Events & Workshops           Fairness, inclusion & Respect                    E-Learning

Web Pages           Toolkits                      Video Sustainability Shorts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fBePoQD1wk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2sHKLSFl44
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dzt1ntzdMAc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=10&v=5Gibqlw9dT0
https://www.supplychainschool.co.uk/documents/elearning/180/story_html5.html?lms=1


SECTION THREE

          ‘D     a   g a 
D g  a  M      ’ p  j   



‘Downloading a Digital Mindset’



Online Resource 
Library

Training Needs 
Assessment

Digital Maturity 
Assessment

Outputs from the 
project

‘Downloading a Digital Mindset’



Outputs from the 
project (    ’ )

5 New eLearning 
Modules

10 Digital Bite 
Videos

Digital 
Leadership 

Course

‘Downloading a Digital Mindset’



Leadership 
Group



Leadership 
Group



. . ."Digital technology and the 
wider understanding of its 
benefits are the vital next steps 
for modernisation.

CITB believes that

Digital technology will be a 
cornerstone of the construction 
sector’s reform to productivity, 
efficiency, and quality of delivery.

[It] can also support the 
attraction, retention and 
inspiration of new generations of 
talent for our sector”.



For leaders to become digital leaders, they will need to develop new 
skill sets.



 HE DIGI  L LE DERSHI  S  DEN ’S JO RNE 

Introduction to  Digital 
Leadership

Introductory Module

3 hr CPD accredited course

Assessment of 
Individual Digital Skills

Assessment of

 Organisational Digital 
Maturity

Complete 4 eLearning 
Modules

Each course minimum of 1 hour 

CPD – accredited modules and 
certification once passed

Additional Resource 
Learning

Minimum of ½ day, we have over 
100 resources available

Pre-reading of Harvard 
Teaching Cases

½ day 

Digital Leadership Virtual 
‘Harvard’ Training Course

½ day CPD – accredited course

Re-assessment of 
Individual Digital Skills & 
Organisational Maturity

Awarded Supply Chain 
School  

“Digital Leadership”  
Badge

Weeks 1-2 Weeks 3-4 Weeks 5-6



 HE DIGI  L LE DERSHI  S  DEN ’S JO RNE 

Digital Leadership course 2

 Addressing Business Culture and 
Behaviours

Coming Soon!



SECTION FOUR

Demonstrating the 
Resources and the  
Assessment Tools



Demonstrating the 
Tools:
1. Training Needs 

Analysis

2. Digital Maturity 
Assessment

Resources and Assessment Tools

https://www.supplychainschool.co.uk/


https://www.supplychainschool.co.uk/


SECTION FIVE

Characteristics of a 
Digital Leader





• Rate your own digital maturity on Menti



• What do you think are the most important 
characteristics of a digital leader?

• Rank them in order of importance.



• Which of the characteristics of a digital leader 
do you think you already possess?



0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Direction Innovation Execution Collaboration Inspirational
Leadership

Business
Judgement

Building Talent Influence

%



Reyhaneh Shojaei, PhD 
Land Economy Researcher at the 
University of Cambridge

Planning and Housing Research

MMC and BIM Specialist



Technological Skills of 
the Digital Leader



David Emery



David Emery

Critical thinking 

Problem-Solving

Analysing Data

Evaluating Sources
Innovating

Ethical 
Considerations



Non - Technological 
Skills of the Digital 
Leader





People

Resistance to change

Lack of training

Lack of knowledge about the benefits of digital innovation

Negative perceptionst

Lack of skills



Inhibitors to the take up of digital innovation

Lack of knowledge about 
the benefits of digital 
innovation

People

• There is still a significant gap at the individual level, and 
employees are not clearly informed about the positive 
impacts that digital technologies can have on their role 
and day to day performance

Lack of skills and training 

Resistance to change

• It is unclear what kind of competencies and skills are 
required from each party and at what stage of project

• Disconnection between two skillsets: digital skills and 
construction knowledge 

• Resistance to change varies according to personality 
type and attitude to change

• Resistance may be more prevalent among senior staff 
who are nearing retirement



Culture

Technology-centric mindset rather human-centric 

Organisational resources and support

Competitiveness

Lack of clarity in current roles regarding digital responsibility

Risk aversion

Lack of collaboration

Lack of organizational resources and support



Inhibitors to the take up of digital innovation

Technology-centric rather 
human-centric mindset

Culture

• Managers with a human-centric vision of BIM are more 
successful in bringing changes into their organisation, 
as they engage with people and bring them on board

Lack of clarity in current 
roles regarding digital 
responsibility

Lack of collaboration and 
communication 

• The wider workforce, especially those who are in a non-
digital role, need to have clear, role-specific, digitally-
relevant responsibilities, as well as generic 
competencies 

• There is a need for clear documentation indicating 
deliverables and data expected from each department, 
inside the organisation and through the supply chain



SECTION SIX

Benefits and Risks



What might be some of the 
benefits of digitalisation in your 
business?

Discussion

3D printing 

5G

Artificial intelligence & 
Machine learning

Big Data

Blockchain

BIM

Cloud computing

Internet of Things

Proximity sensors

Robotics & Drones



“A UK industry that leads the 
world in research and 
innovation, transformed by 
digital design, advanced 
materials and new 
technologies, fully embracing 
the transition to a digital 
economy and the rise of smart 
construction”.

'Construction 2025 - Industrial Strategy: government and industry in partnership' 



“The world 
cannot be 
changed 
without 
changing our 
thinking”



• Name some RISKS of digital innovation in 
your job



Underestimating the 
challenge

Risks

Listen to John Batterbee, Solutions 
Director, Costain plc

https://vimeo.com/496961378/1574819307
https://vimeo.com/496961378/1574819307




Failing to grasp the 
opportunity

Risks



Technological Issues

Risks





https://www.tideway.london/


Late delivery

Risks



Missing the target

Risks

Listen again to John Batterbee, Solutions 
Director, Costain plc

https://vimeo.com/492229920/b9fe80ab51
https://vimeo.com/492229920/b9fe80ab51


• Risks

Case Study

GAP Group



Cyber risks

Risks



Risks



SECTION SEVEN

Digital Strategy



Digital Strategy: “A plan formulated to achieve specific goals through 
a digital medium”

Digital Strategy



THE STRATEGY  SHOULD  HELP  CREATE  AN ORGANISATION  
THAT  CAN DEMONSTRATE  

A CULTURE OF 
INNOVATION

THE DESIRE TO TAKE 
SOME RISK – AND ACCEPT 
SOME FAILURE

ENGAGEMENT
Internally with its 
employees and externally 
with its customers, 
partners and 
collaborators

A STRUCTURE THAT 
SUPPORTS RAPID 

GROWTH AND CHANGES 
ENTERPRISING 

BEHAVIOUR



Dynamic capabilities

SENSE (Identify 
opportunities)

Technological 
possibilities

Technology 
Development

SEIZE (Design and 
refine business 
model; commit 

resources)

Anticipate 
competitor 
reactions

Strategy

Defend Intellectual 
property

TRANSFORM 
(Realign Structure 

and Culture)

Align existing 
capabilities

Invest in additional 
capabilities

Dynamic Capabilities
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Reyhaneh Shojaei, PhD 
Land Economy Researcher at the 
University of Cambridge
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A digital transformation strategy with realistic objectives

A successful digital transformation strategy:  
• provides a step-by-step map of how to create a new firm culture around the use of new 

technologies
• gears towards establishing new routines and practices and creating a new firm culture, 

with a focus on people, processes, routines and technology  
• uses simple language to communicate the goal of transformation; 
• gives employees a sense of ‘shared ownership’ in what is to be achieved; 
• is consistent and can be repeated across the firm; 
• considers the needs of people (employees) in introducing new technologies and 

processes; and
• provides the needed internal support structures for implementation (e.g., training and 

support for staff, appropriate software). 



A digital transformation strategy with realistic objectives

Industry example: Willmott Dixon

Recommendation:
• Design a simple, clear and people-

focused digital transformation strategy 
that can be easily communicated 



SECTION EIGHT

Using data to drive 
better business 
outcomes

The value of data



But first…

Feedback please



Capture Transfer Analyse Simulate Automate

Using data to drive better business outcomes



For the project team
What digital innovations can you 
think of?

Using data to drive better business outcomes



For admin staff
What digital innovations can you 
think of?

Using data to drive better business outcomes



For the site
What digital innovations can you 
think of?

Using data to drive better business outcomes



For the customer
Before we discuss innovations….

Using data to drive better business outcomes



A Capgemini study found that 75% of organisations believed 
themselves to be customer-centric.

What percentage of customers do you think agreed?

A: 30%!



For the customer
What digital innovations can you 
think of?

Using data to drive better business outcomes



Next steps



Feedback please
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